Code and title of specialty (direction): 014 Secondary Education
Title of specialization: 014.01 Secondary education (Ukrainian Language and
Literature)
Code and title of the field of knowledge: 01 “Education”
Qualification: Bachelor of Secondary Education, Teacher of Ukrainian Language and
Literature
Number of credits: 240 ECTS credits
Grade of higher education: the first (Bachelor), corresponds to the sixth qualification
level of Ukrainian National Framework of Qualifications.
Requirements to the previous education grade: a person has the right to obtain a
bachelor's degree, provided that he has completed general secondary education or education in
the educational program of a junior bachelor in the corresponding specialty. Provided that the
previous degree was obtained in another country, it requires nostrification.
Qualification requirements: the higher education document is issued to a person who
had successfully completed the educational program and was certified. Graduation
certification is carried out by assessing the degree of competence formation. Form of
attestation – State exam preparation.
Program study results: provision of scientific and management activity processes of an
educational institution; analysis of the main directions of education development,
systematization, processing, analysis, generalization and information using; development of
methodological work plans in the specialty, in particular Ukrainian language and literature;
production of information and scientific and methodological materials, primarily in the
Ukrainian language and literature, of advanced teaching technologies and active teaching
methods; providing experience in humanistic ideas implementing in domestic and foreign
pedagogy, psychology of communication with students and adults; using of the basic concepts
and scientific developments of Ukrainian philology, the scientific apparatus of modern
linguistics and literary studies.
Employment competences: secondary schools, gymnasiums, lyceums (teacher of
Ukrainian language and literature, teacher of foreign literature, teacher-organizer); media
(proofreader and editor in mass media and publishing houses, announcer on television and
radio); libraries, museums, archives, scientific research institutions, scientific informational
institutions (worker of library, museum, archives, officer, sertcatars-referent of research and
scientific information institutions, public relations consultant in management organizations).
Further study perspective: Bachelor of specialty 014.01 Secondary education
(Ukrainian language and literature) can continue to study at an educational qualification level
of a master's degree in any field, except medicine and jurisprudence.
Department graduating a student with degree: department of Ukrainian Philology
and Journalism.
Institute / Faculty: faculty of humanities, psychology and pedagogy.
Educational program supervisor: Halyna Bondarenko, Candidate of Pedagogical
Sciences, Associate Professor, ukr_mova@snu.edu.ua, tel. +38(050)180-07-40.

